Finance Rent to Own Vehicle
Do you have a poor credit profile?
Are you are blacklisted?
Can’t get finance or a loan?
Are you currently under Debt Review, Administration or under Sequestration?
If you said YES to one of the above then you are at the right place for a vehicle.
Here at Debt Freedom Rent to Own Vehicles, your credit history won’t affect your ability to get a late
Model, quality AA tested and approved pre-owned Vehicle.

PLEASE NOTE: All monthly payments are insurance and tracker inclusive and are fixed for the term.
So please don’t count the payment as the total Vehicle price.
For example: You pay R3, 200 x 54 months for a 2012 Hyundai Atos 1.1 GLS.
That gives you a total of R172, 800 for the Vehicle, Insurance and Tracker for the entire 54 months.
If you deduct Approximately R1, 000 pm for insurance and tracker then the total estimated price of
the vehicle is R118, 800.
The retail of the vehicle currently is:

2012 HYUNDAI ATOS PRIME 1.1 GLS with a mileage of 90000km has an estimated book value of:
R86, 049
The estimated trade in value of your car is between: R69, 484 - R76, 798
The estimated retail value of your car is: R94, 008 - R103, 904
So ask yourself…..Is a Rent to Own Vehicle really so expense?
All you need to do is meet the minimum criteria to qualify for one of our Rent to own Vehicles.

Do you:
Have or can you, raise a minimum deposit of R11, 000?
Earn a minimum salary of, R9, 000 Nett? (After deductions on your payslip)
Have a disposal income of at least R6, 000 after all your expenses have been paid?
Have a valid South African driver’s license.
Work for a fixed salary (commission and overtime counts in your favour) and are you employed for
more than 1 month?

If you said YES to the above then you won’t have to search any further for a Vehicle, because we can
help and deliver you a Vehicle.
Kindly message us your email address and telephone number or email us your details to
products7@laonsacceptable.co.za
We will then send you the full process and application form and call you back.

Our unique rent to buy programme makes getting a quality pre-owned vehicle as easy as it can be.
Apply now!
Remember, at the end of the rental period, you may either return the car, or arrange to keep it.
Or you can choose to upgrade to a newer model provided that the account has been well
maintained.
We’ve made getting your own car easy, even if you can’t get finance from a bank.
Apply now and take advantage of our latest promotions.
Don’t delay! Our consultants are waiting to process your application!

We also have 2 Great payment plans
1. Admin fee or R3500 upon approval

1.1. R3, 500 upfront and then we arrange all the test drives and the vehicle deposit gets paid directly
to us. You will receive the vehicle 72 hours after you have paid the deposit.
1.2. You pay R1, 000 upon approval and pay of the remaining R2, 000 (R200 x 12) over 12 months on
an Aedo system. The total is calculated to an amount of R3, 400 for the admin fee and then we
arrange all the test drives and the vehicle deposit gets paid to us and you will receive the vehicle 72
hours after you have paid the deposit.

2. Deposits plan
All deposits get paid into the Loans Acceptable account AFTER you have test driven and accepted the
vehicle. Loans Acceptable will pay over the deposit once the dealer has confirmed that you are
accepting the vehicle.
2.1. We can help you with R2, 500 on the deposit if you don’t have the full deposit and pay it over to
the dealer once we pay your deposit to them.
This is also on an Aedo system and you also have 2 options on this R2, 500
2.2. R2, 500 over 3 month’s interest free
2.3. R2, 500 over 6 month’s with interest

